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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In response to growing understanding and acceptance of climate change, governments,
corporations, and private citizens the world over have begun to consider how to transition away
from dependence on fossil fuels. The Paris Agreement signed in 2016 committed Canada to
ambitious reductions to its greenhouse gas emissions, while the Province of British Columbia
has led the country in establishing a carbon tax and the BC Climate Action Charter, to which the
City of Prince Rupert is a signatory. Major corporations are reflecting these commitments in their
business plans and practices, adapting their product offerings and initiatives to ensure that they
are positioned to succeed in the coming low-carbon economy.
Recognizing the impacts these changes will have on municipalities, Prince Rupert City Council
established a Mayor’s Select Committee to develop policy proposals that will support the City in
becoming a sustainable and resilient community. The following suite of policy objectives was
developed to prepare for the challenges and opportunities that the transition away from fossil
fuels will create for Prince Rupert. The policy goals address the entire scope of topics that
contribute to creating a resilient community – from the more technical fields of energy, waste,
food production, and transportation, to the more social fields of the local economy and
neighbourhood development. Though focused on sustainability, these policy directions
complement and support many of the elements of Prince Rupert’s existing quality-of-life-focused
Official Community Plan. A livable and walkable community, with public gathering spaces,
defined neighbourhoods, a celebrated natural environment, and a diverse local economy have
long been identified as priorities for Prince Rupert residents.
The following policy guidelines provide the basis for the City to not only meet its commitments
under the BC Climate Action Charter, but to become a leader within the province for
sustainability planning and action. These policy objectives will require further work to implement,
including the creation of guidelines and regulatory frameworks, and supporting research and
analysis. Some of the stated goals will require financial contributions that will only be possible
through increased funding from grants, government contributions, or a significantly expanded
tax base. Although developing into the resilient community described in the following pages will
take time, this 2030 Sustainable City policy objective document sets the stage for our
municipality to reduce barriers and create incentives that will direct Prince Rupert towards a
more resilient and sustainable future.
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1.0 ENERGY
OVERVIEW
In striving to become a more sustainable community,
it is important that the City consider the role that
energy plays in every facet of daily life. The ways a
city imports, generates, stores, consumes, conserves,
recycles, and wastes its energy are all important
factors contributing to the overall sustainability of that
community. To become truly sustainable and resilient,
a city must become capable of meeting the local
energy demands with local energy supplies. To
achieve this requires not only increases to the local
energy supply, but reductions and increased
efficiencies in local energy demand, and shifts in use
from energy sources that must be imported towards
those that can be developed locally.
The definitions and policies that follow are intended to
address all aspects of energy use within the city. By taking comprehensive policy action at every
stage of the energy cycle, the City can begin the shift towards a sustainable energy future that
meets the needs of residents, businesses, and industry alike.

DEFINITIONS
Carbon Neutrality: A target for organizations to achieve in their operations whereby there are
no net emissions of carbons. Achieved most commonly by quantifying and tracking the carbon
emissions of a project or process and ensuring that they are balanced by equivalent offsets or
carbon sequestration.
Cogeneration: Also known as Combined Heat and Power (CHP). Cogeneration is defined as
the capture of waste thermal energy from the production of electrical energy for productive use.
For instance, a biogas energy facility where combustion gasses are used to heat water for an
adjacent residential complex, reducing their energy consumption for hot water heating.
District Heating / Cooling: A system for generating heat (in district heating) or cold water (in
district cooling) from a centralized location and distributing it to nearby residential, commercial,
or industrial users. Often established in conjunction with a cogeneration facility to capitalize on
sources of waste heat.
Energy Efficiency: The use of more effective products, processes, and/or materials to deliver
equivalent service with reduced energy demand. For example, improving the insulation of
windows in a home to reduce the energy consumed to produce heat.
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Energy Conservation: The
reduction in energy consumption
as a result of reductions in service.
In contrast to energy efficiency,
energy conservation does not
reduce energy use through
efficiency, but through reductions
in use. For example, lowering the
thermostat temperature when not
at home to reduce home heating
energy use, or the use of carpooling to reduce fuel consumption.
Green Building: The use of environmentally responsible and energy efficient practices in the
design, construction, and operation of a structure. Green building strategies seek to reduce
negative environmental impacts from the construction of new buildings, and in some instances
seek to provide positive external benefits to the local ecosystem.
LEED: Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) describes a set of certifications
and rating systems for the design, construction, operation and maintenance of green buildings.
Renewable Energy: Energy generated from a source which, if managed properly, can be
drawn from indefinitely without exhausting the resource. Examples of renewable energy include
hydropower, wind energy, solar power, biomass, and waste-to-energy facilities.

1.1 ENERGY PRODUCTION
Overall Objective:
To support the development of
local sustainable energy
production capacity to meet the
needs of the city, its residents,
and commercial and industrial
activities.
Rationale:
In 2015, Prince Rupert consumed roughly 120 gigawatt hours of electrical energy, in addition to
a significant amount of natural gas for cooking and heating homes, and gasoline and diesel to
power our cars, trucks, busses, and boats. Presently all of the energy used to power everything
we do as a community is produced outside of our region. The nearest installed renewable
energy facilities, at Falls River and Brown Lake, generate only 14 megawatts in total, are more
than 45 kilometers from the community, and are owned by private and provincial crown
corporations. Most of the energy consumed in the city is provided by the electrical transmission
line and natural gas pipeline which connect Prince Rupert to the provincial energy grid. Neither
of these links carry any redundancy, and both run alongside the Skeena River and so are
subject to rockslides, floods, and other natural risks.
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Producing more of the city’s energy needs locally would serve several purposes. Having
electrical power generated within or very near to the community would provide some resiliency
in the event of an interruption to the external energy supply. As well, reducing the local energy
deficit by having energy produced by homeowners, local companies, and/or the municipality
helps to ensure that a greater portion of the money spent on energy consumption remains within
the community instead of flowing to the province or non-local private companies. Sustainable
clean energy projects can also provide ongoing local employment which is subject to
substantially less volatility than resource or manufacturing sector jobs.
Policy Objectives:
1. Encourage the development of local renewable energy generation projects to supply
electrical power within the local region.
2. Support homeowners installing renewable energy generating technologies on their
properties.
3. Explore opportunities for the City to leverage its existing operations to generate renewable
energy within the community.

1.2 ENERGY MODE SHIFTING
Overall Objective:
To reduce the consumption of
unsustainable fossil fuel energy by
shifting to more renewable energy
sources that can be produced
locally.
Rationale:
The North Coast region contains abundant energy sources, including high winds, strong tide
changes, many streams and rivers, and significant renewable biofuel feedstock materials.
Despite this, most of the energy consumed in the region is in the form of fossil-fuel products
which are not present in the area to any significant degree. The majority of homes in Prince
Rupert are heated with natural gas, and virtually all transportation is conducted by vehicles
consuming gasoline, diesel, propane or other oil products. These fossil fuels are significant
contributors of greenhouse gasses, and are the region’s primary sources of nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and sulphur oxides (SOx), both of which can have adverse effects on human health and
the environment.
In British Columbia, more than 95% of the electricity generation in the grid is derived from clean
and renewable energy sources. Shifting energy consumption in our homes, vehicles, and
businesses from fossil fuels to electricity will immediately improve the sustainability of the
community. Over time as the city develops more of its local energy resources, this increased
electrical demand will be able to be met from generating capacity close to home.
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Policy Objectives:
1. Encourage the transition to electric vehicles for residents and City operations.
2. Support the implementation of district heating and cogeneration activities within the
community.
3. Reduce CO2 emissions by supporting conversion of fossil fuel appliances to electrical or
biofuel replacements for homes and businesses.

1.3 ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION
Overall Objective:
To reduce the total amount of energy consumed in the community while ensuring that quality of
life is maintained or improved for residents.
Rationale:
As of 2016, nearly all (96%) of Prince Rupert’s residential and commercial buildings are more
than 20 years old, with the vast majority (67%) of buildings constructed prior to 1970.

As a result of Prince Rupert’s
inclement weather, the most
significant contributor to
energy demand within the city
is the indoor heating of its
homes and businesses.
Because of the age of these
buildings, much of this energy
spent on heating is wasted
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due to these buildings’ inefficiencies in retaining the generated heat. The combination of these
factors means that local business and home owners in the region generate significantly more
energy demand, and so incur higher energy costs than most other regions of the province.
These same set of factors also affect the city’s public institutions: our schools, hospital,
recreation centers and other public infrastructure and facilities.
Improving the city’s energy efficiency and taking advantage of opportunities for energy
conservation are the most cost-effective means of reducing Prince Rupert’s energy deficit. By
adopting behaviours and technologies that reduce energy waste, more of the city’s resources
can be retained within the municipality to provide local benefits.
Policy Objectives:
1. Establish quantifiable long-term goals for the City’s reduction in CO2 emissions and explore
opportunities to implement energy conservation and efficiency improvements in municipal
buildings and operations to meet them.
2. Support local property owners in improving the efficiency of their homes and businesses.
3. Encourage new commercial and residential developments to meet high efficiency or carbon
neutral building standards such as LEED Canada or Canadian Passive House Certification.
4. Incentivize the creation of district heating utilities for new residential, commercial, and
industrial developments.
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2.0 ECONOMY
OVERVIEW
No factor plays a greater role in the
quality of life for a community than the
health of that community’s economy.
Whether through structured
investments, development, and
taxation, or through less formal
mechanisms of bartering, trade, or
gifting, a thriving local economy supports the potential for all residents to improve their quality of
life.
Prince Rupert has long struggled to maintain a healthy economy in the face of the decline of its
traditional industries. In recent years economic activity has begun to increase as a result of
city’s expanding Port operations, with the potential for major growth related to the development
of proposed liquid fuel export terminals. While these significant investments in the community
are welcomed by many, a failure to diversify the local economy could put the community at risk
of future downturns from factors outside the control of the local residents.
It is in the interest then of the city to develop a sustainable economy that is diversified, efficient,
and self-reliant. Such an economy would allow the community to continue to thrive in the
absence of external investment or in the face of challenging macroeconomic conditions, and
allow it to avoid the boom-and-bust cycles which it has experienced in the past.

DEFINITIONS
Community Asset: An element of a community which contributes to the local quality of life.
Examples of community assets include skills, knowledge, and talents of local residents, strong
community associations, educational institutions, municipal services, natural environments,
social services, and physical structures.
Makerspace: Also sometimes referred to as a hackerspace. A community or publicly operated
workspace where people with common interests in technology, art, machining, and fabrication
can meet, collaborate, socialize and share skills and labour.
Revitalization Program: As defined in section 226 of the British Columbia Community Charter:
a bylaw that lays out the conditions by which a piece of land or improvement may qualify for
property tax exemptions by contributing to the revitalization of the community. Can be used to
encourage revitalization of the local economy, environmental, social fabric, or other public
values.
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Startup Incubator: A low-cost shared workspace for entrepreneurs which provides new
businesses with a dedicated mailing address, shared access to meeting rooms and clerical
support, and other business services. Often also provides entrepreneurs with mentorship and
skills development training, either organized by the incubator, or peer-led.

2.1 DIVERSIFYING THE LOCAL ECONOMY
Overall Objective:
To ensure that the local economy is driven by a diverse range of industries making use of local
skills and resources, to improve the community’s resiliency in the face of large-scale economic
trends.
Rationale:
Since its founding as the western terminus of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway in 1910, The City
has been known primarily for its abundant local resources and trade connections to Asia and
the North American continent. These features of the city allowed it to thrive and prosper for the
better part of the 20th century, harvesting fish and lumber from the surrounding region,
producing pulp, and shipping these goods along with coal, grain and other bulk cargo across the
globe.
These same features however made the city particularly vulnerable to the combined downturn in
coal and pulp prices, and the government reductions to commercial fisheries. In the past 20
years, the community has lost over a quarter of its population, shops and restaurants have been
forced to close, and a growing number of local businesses and properties have been purchased
by non-local interests.
As the city faces the prospect of a new economic recovery, steps must be taken to ensure that
this recovery supports the development of a diverse range of businesses and industries. In
particular, economic activity that leverages the city’s local skills and resources should be
prioritized, as this increases the city’s resiliency in the event of a downturn in import or export
activity.
Policy Objectives:
1. Encourage local companies to make greater use of local materials in the delivery of their
products and services.
2. Support the development of shared workspaces, makerspaces, and startup incubators, to
encourage entrepreneurship and create sustainable local employment.
3. Partner with local organizations to encourage the diversification of the local economy.
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2.2 RETAINING LOCAL WEALTH
Overall Objective:
To ensure that as much of the economic
activity generated within the community
remains within the community to benefit
its members.
Rationale:
Small communities face a set of unique
challenges in the 21st century as a result of the widespread globalization of liberal economies.
Reductions in tariffs, improvements in logistics and communications, and economies of scale
have made it difficult in many sectors for small businesses to compete with larger corporations.
Small retail businesses will likely face even greater challenges in the years to come, as the
trend in online purchasing is towards even greater convenience and lower costs.
Both of these trends contribute to significant effects on the local economies of small
communities. In the first instance, larger corporations that can leverage their size and logistics
to achieve lower costs can make it difficult for local small businesses to compete. While these
larger companies continue to provide employment and income in the community, the profits that
were previously retained by local community members are instead removed from the local
economy to provide benefits to outside owners and shareholders. In the case of online
purchasing, almost all spending represents value extracted from the community, used to provide
employment and incomes at warehouses and fulfillment centers in larger cities, and profits
external owners and shareholders.
For a community to grow and prosper, it should retain the wealth it generates, and reinvest that
wealth in activities that contribute to sustainable economic activity. Though it’s unreasonable to
expect to be able to halt the march of progress, municipalities can take steps to level the playing
field, and support locally-owned businesses. In addition, municipalities can help to identify niche
markets or industries that aren’t well served by larger organizations, and provide assistance to
local businesses in capitalizing on those opportunities. In this way, the city can retain a greater
portion of its economic activity, and invest in its ongoing development.
Policy Objectives:
1. Support local and shared ownership of businesses as a means to retain community wealth.
2. Expand existing programs and develop new opportunities to encourage spending at locally
owned businesses.
3. Leverage the City’s community-owned business portfolio to capitalize on new market
opportunities and to reduce market-access barriers for local entrepreneurs.
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2.3 INVESTING IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Objective:
To fully develop the community supports necessary to attract and retain educated professionals
and new businesses, and to allow existing residents to meet their highest potential.
Rationale:
Small communities often struggle to attract business investment or highly trained professionals
because of a perceived lack of community assets. Businesses may fear that they’ll be unable to
hire capable workers, or that members of the community will be able to afford their goods or
services. Professionals such as doctors, lawyers, dentists or engineers often choose not to
relocate to smaller cities and towns even though there is a high demand for their services
because the community lacks the assets and amenities that they feel they need. This challenge
often occurs as a chicken-and-egg type of problem: the lack of community supports makes it
difficult to attract businesses and professionals, but the tax revenue from businesses and
professionals is often needed to improve those community supports.
Despite this, smaller communities do have the ability to be proactive in their development. A
community which takes action on the most affordable aspects of their development can
demonstrate their commitment to improving the local standard of living, and begin to capture
interest from outside the community. This in-migration can then provide a platform for further
improvement, which reduces the barriers even further, resulting in sustainable long-term growth.
Outside of attracting external businesses and professionals, investing in community
development allows existing residents to fulfill their economic potential, which provides inherent
benefit to the community. Ensuring that local residents are in a financially secure position
increases the amount of local spending that takes place, which supports existing local
businesses and employment, and contributes to a sustainable local economy.
Policy Objectives:
1. Identify, expand, and strengthen the community’s assets to improve the local quality of life.
2. Encourage community investment in local individuals and businesses to reduce barriers to
maximizing their economic potential.
3. Develop a revitalization program that will transform the City’s commercial areas.
4. Work with and provide support for groups contributing to community development activities.
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3.0 TRANSPORTATION
OVERVIEW
Effective transportation in a city is critical to connecting residents to employment and
entertainment activities, and to delivering and receiving necessary goods and services to all
corners of the municipality. In addition to this, a city’s transportation system has the ability to
impact behaviours, either hindering or improving the health and well-being of residents and the
local environment.
Sustainability in the context of transportation addresses all of these aspects of the system. A
sustainable transportation system is one which is resilient or adaptable to population changes,
supports and enhances the health of local residents, protects the local environment, and is
financially stable in the near and long term. Achieving sustainability in the city’s transportation
system will not only support the city’s current activities, but will provide a platform which will
support the city’s social and economic improvement over time.

DEFINITIONS
Air Emissions: Discharges of polluting chemicals from a definable source, such as factories or
vehicles, into the surrounding air environment.
Biofuel: A combustible and renewable fuel produced directly from living matter. Examples
include wood pellets, or biodiesel, ethanol, or biogas produced from crops or microorganisms.
Car Sharing: A model of car rental which allows for very short term (by the minute or hour)
rentals. Access to vehicles are shared communally among members.
Combustion Engine: A motor which generates mechanical power through the combustion of
fuel. Usually powered by fuels such as diesel, gasoline, or natural gas.
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Electric Vehicle: A vehicle whose primary source of propulsion is an electric motor. Electricity
needed to supply the motor may be drawn from electrical batteries, from on board fuel cells, or
from direct connection to the electrical grid.
Fossil Fuels: Carbon-based fuels formed by the decomposition of buried organisms over a
period of millions of years. A non-renewable resource in human timescales.
Fuel Cell: A device which produces an electric current directly from a chemical reaction. In the
most common example of a hydrogen fuel cell, hydrogen reacts with oxygen to produce
electricity, with water produced as a by-product.
Mode Share: The proportion of overall transportation being conducted using a given
transportation mode.
Transportation Mode: Also known as Mode of Transport. A term used to distinguish between
different means of transporting goods or people. Major modes include air, marine, rail, and road,
while within cities, the common modes are private vehicle, pedestrian, cycle, and public transit.

3.1 TRANSPORTATION MODE SHIFTING
Objective:
To reduce the number of trips
taken in the city with private
motor vehicles by encouraging
the use of more sustainable
modes of transportation.
Rationale:
Transportation in The City is
currently dominated by private vehicle traffic. A 2006 study found that more than 75% of the
employed labour force commuted by private car. By comparison, only 3% of employed residents
used public transit, while 18% walked or commuted by bicycle.
The dominance of private vehicle transportation can partly be attributed to the inclement
weather the city frequently experiences, with an average of 240 days of precipitation per year.
For commuters using public transit, only 14% of bus stops currently have shelters to protect
them from the elements, while 24% of stops are placed in areas without sidewalks. In the
downtown core, only a handful of dedicated bicycle racks are available for commuters, and
none which protect stored bicycles from weather or vandalism. As well, few buildings in the
downtown core provide shower facilities for employees who wish to commute by bicycle.
Though the downtown core is reasonably friendly to pedestrians, many high foot traffic areas in
the city have poor pedestrian pathway designs, leading to unpredictable behaviours and
increased risk of accidents.
Addressing these impediments to more sustainable modes of transportation will improve the
public health and local environment of the community, while also allowing it to more easily adapt
to future increases in demand from users of all transportation modes.
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Policy Objectives:
1. Improve the accessibility and safety of public transit and active transportation modes within
the city.
2. Encourage local property owners to improve their accessibility and to provide support
services to pedestrians and cyclists.
3. Incentivize the inclusion of active transportation corridors and supporting assets in new
residential and commercial developments.
4. Partner with community organizations to improve and expand community trails and
pedestrian pathways throughout the region.

3.2 MOTOR VEHICLE CONGESTION REDUCTION
Overall Objective:
To reduce the volume of motor vehicle traffic on the city’s roadways.
Rationale:
Most North American cities developed in the 20th century have transportation infrastructure
designed primarily to support the use of motor vehicles. Though motor vehicles still play a
critical role in the transportation of goods and people within a city, the infrastructure required to
support their use is costly to develop and maintain, and requires considerably more land than
other modes.
Reductions in motor vehicle traffic within the city produce a number of benefits to the city as a
whole. Any reduction in the amount of vehicle traffic carries with it an equivalent reduction of
maintenance costs for the city’s road surfaces over the long term. As vehicle traffic is reduced,
excess road lanes can be converted to pedestrian or bicycle paths, new public gathering
spaces, or used to create improved parking for the remaining vehicles. The reduction in motor
vehicle traffic will also result in fewer greenhouse gas and other air emissions, less noise
pollution, and a safer experience for pedestrians, cyclists, and other road users.
Combined with improvements to infrastructure supporting other modes of transportation, these
reductions to motor vehicle use can be achieved while maintaining the quality of transit options
available to residents in the municipality.
Policy Objectives:
1. Collaborate with private industry to divert commercial road and rail traffic away from
pedestrian and commuter corridors.
2. Identify opportunities in the City’s road network and traffic bylaws to improve traffic flow,
reduce combustion engine vehicle idling, and increase access to adequate parking.
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3. Support carpooling and car-sharing initiatives to reduce the number of vehicles on the city’s
roads.
4. Investigate opportunities to provide safe, secure, and accessible long-term parking for
privately owned boats, trailers, and recreational vehicles.

3.3 ADOPTION OF CLEAN ENERGY VEHICLES
Overall Objective:
To support the replacement of combustion engine vehicles with clean energy alternatives.
Rationale:
As non-renewable resources, gasoline and diesel are only likely to become more expensive
over time, especially in a community that is a long distance from the source of those products.
Though combustion engine vehicles are still a necessity for many long-range and industrial or
commercial applications, clean energy transportation alternatives now exist which deliver
equivalent or improved performance for the majority of users. As well, most if not all of these
alternatives can be powered using resources readily available near to the community, retaining
the value of those assets for those who live and work here.
Supporting a transition to these renewable forms of transportation carries a number of benefits
for the municipality. Working with local fleet operators, local organizations can collectively
reduce the capital costs of switching to clean forms of transportation, while drastically reducing
their long-term operating and maintenance costs. Adopting electric vehicles could allow
organizations to take advantage of dynamic pricing by using the excess battery capacity of their
fleets to sell power during peak demand, while only charging overnight when electricity rates are
lower. Meanwhile, operating centralized electric vehicle charging stations at high-traffic locations
could provide the City with ongoing revenue generation from a growing segment of the
transportation network.
Policy Objectives:
1. Encourage the development of local infrastructure and support services for electric vehicles.
2. Develop a plan for the conversion of the City vehicle fleet to clean energy vehicles.
3. Identify potential incentives for the adoption of clean energy vehicles by residents and
businesses.
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4.0 WASTE
OVERVIEW
Of the services delivered by
municipalities, none are more
important than the management of
the region’s waste. Individuals,
businesses, and households
continuously generate waste in a
variety of forms. Local governments are responsible for managing all of these products,
including sewage, construction waste, food scraps, green waste, animal by-products, and postconsumer packaging. The efficient disposal of all of these waste streams is critical to the public
health and quality of life in any city.
The traditional model for a city’s waste management has been a linear process: waste is
generated in the community, collected by the City, and then disposed of into a designated
location in the local environment. For solid waste, disposal occurs in the city landfill, while for
liquid waste, disposal occurs in nearby waterways (the harbour, in the case of Prince Rupert).
As the understanding of the effects of waste disposal on the environment has improved, many
municipalities have taken steps to mitigate these effects, including the treatment of sewage,
diversion of solid waste to recycling or composting facilities, and the reduction of landfill material
from waste-to-energy activities.
In a sustainable waste management system, the processes used to manage waste are circular,
with the outputs of one process providing the inputs for the next. The ultimate goal of such
systems is to achieve a state of zero waste, where all of the waste generated in a community is
able to be put to a useful purpose, with no net discharges or harmful materials to any part of the
environment. Achieving zero waste for the City holds the potential to preserve land for more
economically beneficial activities, preserve the quality of the local environment, and to allow the
City the opportunity to convert its waste management from a cost centre to a profit centre.

DEFINITIONS
Biodegradable: A substance which can be decomposed by bacteria or other living organisms.
Combined Sewer: A system of wastewater collection which receives both municipal sewage
and storm water from buildings and city streets into a combined sewer main pipe.
Landfill Gas: A complex mixture of gasses resulting from the decomposition of organic matter
in landfills. Primarily composed of methane and carbon dioxide.
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Life Cycle Assessment (LCA): A method of assessing the environmental impacts associated
with the production, distribution, consumption, and disposal of a given product.
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW): Commonly referred to as trash or garbage. Solid waste
generated by the public which requires disposal. Commonly composed of a mix of materials of
varying levels of biodegradability, recyclability, and toxicity.
Organic Waste: Waste materials which are biodegradable or compostable, typically originating
from biological sources such as food or garden waste.
Primary Treatment: The initial stage of wastewater treatment, when sewage flows through
large tanks at very low speed, allowing sediment and oils to separate and be removed.
Recycling: A process which reduces waste disposable by converting waste products into
reusable objects. Materials most commonly recycled include glass, metals, plastics, and paper
products.
Secondary Treatment: The stage in wastewater treatment where the biological contents of
wastewater are removed. Typically this is accomplished through exposure to small organisms
which consume any biodegradable materials and form sludge, which can be removed from the
treated water.
Tertiary Treatment: Typically the final stage of wastewater treatment, where biological
nutrients are removed from the wastewater, or where disinfection occurs, prior to disposal to the
environment.
Wastewater: Any water which has been reduced in quality by human activities. Municipal
wastewater is commonly referred to as sewage.
Waste Management: The practices involved in the collection, treatment, and disposal of waste.
Waste to Energy (WtE): The conversion of waste materials to energy, either in the form of
heat, electricity, or both. Commonly achieved through combustion or gasification of carbonbased materials.
Zero Waste: An approach to waste management where all waste products are recovered for
useful purposes, and where no new net material is disposed of into the local environment.

4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REDUCTION
Overall Objective:
To reduce the impact on the natural environment as a result of the City’s waste management
activities.
Rationale:
The City’s current waste management practices rely upon the natural environment to receive
and treat the waste products generated in the municipality. Municipal wastewater is currently
collected into combined sewers, and discharged into the harbour, while solid waste is collected
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and disposed of at the City’s landfill. In both cases, the waste received by the City is disposed of
directly to the environment, with little to no treatment.
In the case of the city’s wastewater, the city relies upon the natural tidal flows in the city’s
harbour to disperse and dilute the city’s liquid waste. While this is sufficient to meet current
water quality objectives for human health, this practice contributes to the growth of toxic marine
algae. Easy access to the nutrients in the wastewater discharged into the harbour encourages
the growth of these organisms, which contaminate local shellfish with harmful toxins which when
ingested by humans or marine mammals may cause severe sickness or even death.
The City’s landfill activities also contribute to negative environmental impacts. The clearing of
land required to construct the landfill and the decomposition of organic materials disposed there
both contribute significant amounts of a variety of greenhouse gasses. As well, the clearing of
land reduces available habitats for many species of animals, and in most cases, expired landfill
sites remain contaminated and un-reclaimed unless actively rehabilitated.
As the city ages and grows, we will need to find ways to reduce our impact on our surroundings,
so as not to overburden these natural systems and cause environmental and ecological harm.
By changing the City’s waste management practices, these goals can be accomplished, and
ensure the long term sustainability of our waste management systems.
Policy Objectives:
1. Develop a timetable and plan for achieving the separation and primary, secondary, and
tertiary treatment of the City’s wastewater.
2. Support the recovery and use of energy products from municipal and commercial waste
streams within the community.
3. Review historic waste disposal sites for remediation and resource recovery potential.

4.2 WASTE REDUCTION AND DIVERSION
Overall Objective:
To reduce the amount of waste generated in
the municipality, to ensure that as much of the
remaining waste as possible is diverted from
disposal, with a goal of achieving zero-waste
status.
Rationale:
Sustainability in waste management systems is achieved when the system is capable of
receiving and treating all of the waste generated by the community for an indefinite period of
time. Though there are many practices that contribute to achieving this level of sustainability,
the most cost effective intervention is to reduce the volume of waste that the system needs to
manage. Reductions in waste volumes result in lower costs for every other intervention required
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for the community’s waste management system to meet the needs of the community for the
foreseeable future.
Reduction of waste volumes can be achieved by several means. In the simplest form, waste can
be reduced by discouraging the use of products which inherently contribute to waste volumes,
or encouraging more efficient alternatives. This can take the form of prohibitions of certain
products, direct costing of waste generating activities, or incentives for businesses and
individuals to choose products which generate less waste.
Perhaps the most effective method for decreasing the volume of received waste is to divert
waste to more productive purposes. Many materials, such as glass, plastic, paper, and metals,
can be removed from the waste stream and recycled into raw materials used to produce new
goods. Organic materials such as food and yard waste can be collected and composted into a
nutrient rich soil product. Construction waste generated during demolitions and renovations can
frequently be re-used, reducing the cost for new materials while simultaneously generating
reduced waste loads.
Through a combination of these types of efforts, the City can significantly reduce the volume of
waste that is generated and received in the municipality. Achieving these waste reductions will
support the City’s other actions as it works to attain zero-waste status.
Policy Objectives:
1. Identify opportunities to reduce or eliminate significant sources of non-recyclable solid waste
in the municipality.
2. Improve and increase participation in regional recycling programs.
3. Incentivize reductions of solid waste generated by households and businesses.
4. Encourage re-use of existing building materials during new developments and renovations.

4.3 WASTE VALUE RECAPTURE
Overall Objective:
To recapture as much value as possible
from the waste generated in the
municipality.
Rationale:
Much of what we dispose of as waste
contains some amount of residual value. Organic waste, such as grass clippings and food
scraps, contain abundant nutrients that can support the growth of plants and animals, and
produce energy in the form of combustible gasses, while recyclable materials such as glass and
plastics can be reformed into raw materials to be manufactured into new products. Historically,
the cost to recapture the value in these materials was too low to make the effort worthwhile, and
so disposal to the environment was considered the most cost-effective solution.
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Over time, as the costs of raw materials have increased, the cost effectiveness of recapturing
the value in municipal waste products has improved. The cost effectiveness improves further
when waste management practices are redesigned at a system-wide level to support the
recapture of these resources.
If designed and implemented properly, waste value recapture efforts hold the potential to add
new profit centres to the City’s service portfolio. The revenue generated through these efforts
can then be used to offset many of the improvements to the waste management system which
increase the level of service to members of the community.
Policy Objectives:
1. Develop a plan for the collection and productive use of municipal organic waste.
2. Encourage the development of local processing of recyclable materials for commercial sale.
3. Identify opportunities to increase the recycling or re-use of household appliances.
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5.0 FOOD
OVERVIEW
Prince Rupert imports virtually
all of its food from outside the
region. According to Statistics
Canada (2013) estimates,
residents of Prince Rupert
spend approximately $287 per
month. With a population of
13,766 (2015 Go Plan Survey),
this represents $47.4 million
dollars flowing out of the community each year.
Producing more of the City’s food locally and being connected to producers in the region would
serve several purposes. A significant economic impact can be made as food production is a
primary economic activity which in turn supports the service sector. This includes production,
processing, local markets, restaurants, tourism, and suppliers of equipment and materials. As
well, greater resiliency in the food system can be obtained as climate change begins to create
more disruptions in food supply and distribution systems.
A sustainable food system for Prince Rupert would not only include the local production of food,
but also encompass, connect, and support a regional food strategy. Such a system will include
a variety of forms of urban agriculture, support for the marketing and distribution of local
seafood, production of beverages, and other processed products, and create strong
connections between buyers and sellers through a variety of retail operations ranging from
informal market gardens to more sophisticated businesses.

DEFINITIONS
Community Gardens: Neighbourhood-based developments managed by a public or non-profit
organization, or a group of individuals, that provide space for members of the community to
grow plants for beautification, education, recreation, community distribution, or personal use.
Edible Landscaping: The integration of food plants into ornamental or decorative landscapes.
Typically involves the substitution of edible plants such as fruit trees, lettuces, and berry bushes
for otherwise unproductive plant material.
Farmers Market: A publicly or privately operated establishment where primarily agricultural
products such as raw vegetables, fruits, syrups, herbs, flowers, plants, baked goods, nuts or
handcrafted items are sold.
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Food-Producing Animal: Farm animals that are raised for the production of associated food
products, for example chickens for eggs or bees for honey.
Green Roof: A building roof which is partially or completely covered with vegetation and
growing material, planted over top of a waterproofed surface.
Urban Farm: A commercial agricultural
operation that is generally larger in scale than a
community garden, where plants or animals are
grown for sale of those plants, animals or their
related products. Can range in size from
smaller market gardens maintained by an
individual or small group, to commercial
greenhouses, livestock operations, or more
intensified confined crop production methods.
Home Garden: The property of a single-family or multifamily residence used for the cultivation
of fruits, vegetables, plants, flowers, or herbs by the residents of the property, guests of the
property owner, or a gardening business engaged by the property owner.
Local Food Producers: Businesses which use local or imported ingredients to produce a final
product. Examples include craft breweries and cideries, cheese and yogurt makers, or bakeries
and patisseries.
Regional Food Product Vendor: A delivery service of regional food products which may be
pre-ordered or sold on the day. Can deliver local agricultural products from home or community
gardens and urban or rural farms, as well as fresh seafood and foraged foods.
Urban Agriculture: The practice of cultivating, processing and distributing food within an urban
environment. Can encompass a broad range of activities, including small-scale home gardens,
larger-scale urban farms, community gardens, farmers markets, aquaculture, small livestock,
and more.

5.1 PARTNERSHIP WITH LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS
Overall Objective:
To establish partnerships and initiatives with public agencies and private and non-profit groups
that expand urban agriculture throughout Prince Rupert.
Rationale:
The region surrounding Prince Rupert has not traditionally seen much dedicated agricultural
activity. Local food in the region has more typically meant the gathering of seafood and foraged
foods. Though these are both important contributors to improving regional food sustainability, a
significant potential exists to produce more local agricultural products.
The City in recent years has had limited resources to devote to discretionary programming and
initiatives related to food security, community gardens, and urban agriculture. To ensure the
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sustainability of local food security initiatives, the City will work to identify cost-effective means
to support local groups in developing programming that can be primarily managed and
maintained by other partner community groups and organizations.
Policy Objectives:
1. Support the continued development of community gardens and urban agriculture spaces by
community organizations.
2. Incentivize property owners to make spaces available for farmers markets, community
gardens, and urban farms throughout the community.
3. Encourage the use of local urban agriculture, community garden, and urban farm food
products by food service providers and local food producers.

5.2 REDUCING REGULATORY OBSTACLES
Objective:
To create a clear regulatory framework for local foods that reduces barriers for homeowners and
businesses engaging in urban agriculture, while preserving and enhancing neighbourhood
cohesion and belonging.
Rationale:
A municipality’s prime lever for influencing a sustainable food system lies in its development of
suitable bylaws that govern land use practices. Primarily, this is accomplished through the use
of zoning bylaws, which divide the community into distinct districts with different land use
regulations. These zones determine what can and cannot be built and which activities can or
cannot take place on any given parcel of land within the community.
The purpose of zoning and other land use regulations is to protect the health, welfare, and
overall well-being of the community through the provision of agreed-upon rules of conduct.
Traditionally, these regulations have been dedicated mostly to aesthetic considerations, which
can create a perceived conflict with agricultural uses of land. Updating these regulations to
describe how land can be used for agricultural purposes will ensure social cohesion in
neighbourhoods, while supporting sustainable local food production and community health.
Policy Objectives:
1. Develop clear and concise guidelines for the maintenance of home gardens and urban
farms.
2. Reduce existing regulations to allow for community garden and urban agriculture spaces to
be more broadly distributed throughout the community.
3. Encourage the inclusion of edible landscaping, community garden spaces, and green roofs
for new residential and commercial developments within the community.
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5.3 AGRICULTURE ON PUBLIC LANDS
Objective:
To make public lands available for homeowners, community groups and businesses for uses
that are deemed to be in the best interests of the community.
Rationale:
Prince Rupert contains a significant amount of underutilized land.
Throughout the city, a number of public laneways and road
allowances have gone undeveloped, while privately held lots
remain vacant and unused. Empty lots in the downtown core are
often unsightly, and create an unflattering impression on visitors to
the City. Meanwhile, unmaintained public lands can create risk for
both homeowners and the City. All of these spaces represent a
lost opportunity to generate economic activity, social belonging,
and civic pride.
Development of these lands would help to beautify the city, create
economic activity, bring unused land under stewardship, and
create greater social cohesion amongst neighbors who are
collectively engaged in activities such as community gardening. In
supporting agricultural use of unutilized land, the City can significantly encourage local food
production at minimal expense.
Policy Objectives:
1. Develop streamlined guidelines for where and how community gardens and farmers markets
can be established on unused publicly held lands.
2. Encourage the inclusion of edible landscaping in the maintenance of City properties.
3. Support community organizations in the revitalization of City parks as potential sites for
community gardens and urban agriculture activities.
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6.0 NEIGHBOURHOODS
OVERVIEW
To be a truly sustainable as community means more than a being a city that lives within its
environmental and economic means. Communities with similar finances and environmental
supports may engage in very different activities, reflecting the unique social and economic
needs of the local residents. Rather than being a one-fits-all solution, sustainability in the
municipal context involves a continual adjustment to the particular needs and desires of the
community.
Sustainability at the community level involves engaging with residents to empower them to take
action on goals long identified in the City’s Official Community Plan – the enhancement of
quality of life through support for initiatives that improve the livability of Prince Rupert. A major
component of the success of our community has been the supporting of positive interactions
between residents through the development of neighbourhoods.
As a municipality, The City of Prince Rupert has the ability to broaden the scope of possibilities
for its local residents. The City can achieve this by enabling and supporting the development of
diverse community wellness initiatives – including but not limited to development of trail
networks, parks and community gardens, art projects and installations, gathering places, and
the overall revitalization of City neighbourhoods.

DEFINITIONS
Accessibility: the design of products, services, or environments to ensure they can be
accessed by people experiencing disabilities.
Beautification: Beautification includes projects that make our parks, public spaces, and
communities more attractive. Outcomes include increased tourism, lower crime, increased
safety, enhanced community pride, and slower traffic on streets lined with trees and plants.
Community Art Installation: An approach to making art in which the community is engaged
directly in the creative process, allowing them to become co-authors, editors, and observers of
the work.
GHG emissions: Any of the atmospheric gases that contribute to the greenhouse effect by
absorbing infrared radiation produced by solar warming of the Earth's surface. They include
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (NO2), and water vapor
Laneway: A City owned narrow road or path; a lane.
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Placemaking: A bottom-up process to developing public spaces that capitalizes on the
community’s assets, inspiration and potential, and it results in the creation of quality spaces that
contribute to peoples’ health and wellbeing.
Service Organization: A voluntary non-profit organization, dedicated to the general welfare
of its members and the community, where members meet regularly to perform charitable works
either by direct hands-on efforts or by raising money for other organizations.
Thoroughfare: a road or path forming a route between two places.

6.1 COMMUNITY SPACES
Overall Objective:
To protect existing spaces and
establish new community spaces
that take into account the blending
of built and natural environments,
diversify potential use of space, are
welcoming to people of all ages and
backgrounds, and contribute to
overall community wellness.
Rationale:
The experience of living in Prince Rupert is shaped by the interactions residents have with each
other, with community spaces and the built environment, and with the city’s natural
surroundings. The community’s overall health and wellbeing is, in part, an outcome of those
experiences.
The concept of placemaking highlights the importance of creating meaningful and beautiful
places as we plan and build our cities. The term placemaking has been around for several
decades and has become more generally accepted in recent years as a critical component of
good city planning and the development of sustainable cities. Great cities have attractive and
green streets, parks and squares that invite residents to gather and socialize; excellent
architecture and design that inspire people and create a positive image; public art that delights
and captures the soul of a city; beautiful natural landscapes that make the community feel
connected to the environment; and buildings – old and new – that create distinctive
neighbourhoods and a sense-of place
Through sound City planning and the management of future development, Prince Rupert will
continue to develop its unique character and sense of place by supporting opportunities for the
enhancement of public spaces – not limited to parks, but neighbourhoods, trails, laneways, and
other areas.
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Policy Objectives:
1. Encourage new developments to consider
placemaking principles, thoroughfares and
accessibility when establishing parks and
other amenities associated with their
respective developments.
2. Support the revitalization of the City’s parks,
to ensure that safe and accessible parks are available for use throughout the community.
3. Strengthen neighbourhood identities and provide support for neighbourhood events,
activities and shared gathering spaces.
4. Explore opportunities for the incorporation of Sm’algyax in City signage and naming.

6.2 COMMUNITY ART INSTALLATIONS
Overall Objective:
To beautify public spaces and provide opportunities for local artists to participate in the creative
development of public space, enhancing community vitality.
Rationale:
Prince Rupert has, since its founding, been the beneficiary of a stunning natural landscape. The
city’s siting provides extensive views of the surrounding ocean and mountains, and provides
regular opportunities to witness and interact with local wildlife.
In recent years, Prince Rupert has seen a number of striking murals featuring this natural
environment installed within the City. Building upon this existing momentum towards
revitalization and beautification, the City can broaden the scope of beautification projects to
include both traditional and non-traditional forms of public art. These initiatives will provide
further opportunities for the installation of temporary/permanent art features which will enhance
public spaces and contribute to build the civic pride and sense of belonging for local residents.
Policy Objectives:
1. Identify public lands and infrastructure elements that may be applied for adoption for
beautification or community art installation purposes.
2. Support the creation of new community art installations to make creative uses of public
assets.
3. Encourage participation from First Nations artists, carvers, and weavers in the development
of new community art projects.
4. Support organizations applying for grant funding for community art projects, community
events, theatre and arts groups, and other beautification initiatives.
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6.3 DOWNTOWN BEAUTIFICATION
Overall Objective:
To develop a plan to revitalize the main downtown area – to renew local interest in spending
time and money at our local businesses, explore options for economic diversification, and
generally beautify the area.
Rationale:
The downtown core is the heart of any City. It provides a first impression to newcomers, and a
sense of pride of place to residents. In Prince Rupert, the main concourse of downtown has
experienced decline in recent years, due to economic stagnation and industrial decline in the
city overall. As a port city with a desire to attract new industry and economic activity, the
downtown core should reflect the level of potential that exists within the region, and support the
city’s aims for economic growth and prosperity.
Policy Objectives:
1. Incentivize local businesses in making improvements to their storefronts, unoccupied
commercial buildings, and vacant lots within the downtown core.
2. Develop guidelines and priorities for capital improvements to the City’s streets and
sidewalks to support the revitalization of the City’s downtown.
3. Identify the potential for and support the development of community gathering and festival
spaces within the downtown core.

